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PHYSICAL 
BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES FOR YOUR PHYSICAL LIFE 
 
1 Corinthians 6:19-20 (ESV) - Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy 
Spirit within you, whom you have from God? You are not your own, for you were bought 
with a price. So glorify God in your body. 
 
Romans 12:1-2 (ESV) - I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present 
your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. 
Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by 
testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect. 
 
So honouring God in your physical life is just as much a part of your spiritual worship as 
attending church on a Sunday. 
Some people pay no time and attention in this area, as it is not a high value whilst others 
spend so much time focussing on exercise that they violate time with family and even 
God. 
 
Our values here will influence our choices regarding: eating preferences, exercise routines 
and rest. 
 
Here are some guideline thoughts. 
 
EXERCISE 
 
Definition: 
Exercise is physical activity that is planned, structured, and repetitive for the purpose of 
conditioning any part of the body. Exercise is used to improve health, maintain fitness and is 
important as a means of physical rehabilitation. 
 
Purpose 
Exercise is useful in preventing or treating coronary heart disease, osteoporosis, weakness, 
diabetes, obesity, and depression. Range of motion is one aspect of exercise important for 
increasing or maintaining joint function. Strengthening exercises provide appropriate 
resistance to the muscles to increase endurance and strength. Cardiac rehabilitation 
exercises are developed and individualized to improve the cardiovascular system for 
prevention and rehabilitation of cardiac disorders and diseases. A well-balanced exercise 
program can improve general health, build endurance, and slow many of the effects of 
aging. The benefits of exercise not only improve physical health, but also enhance emotional 
well-being. 
 
Some steps to making an exercise habit a lasting success: 
 

1. Find your inner motivation and stay motivated: As discussed, your beliefs and 
values are key to you making a decision to progress in this area. Finding your inner 
motivation and your own personal drive to succeed is perhaps the most important 
step you have to take before getting started. What do you believe is God’s heart and 
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truth for you in this area? Ask yourself why you want to start exercising. There 
might be several reasons like improved health, more energy or a tight body. Make a 
list of what is important to you and write it down including the specific reasons why 
it is important to you.  
 

2. Start slowly and gradually build up. Take it one step at a time and beware of the all-
or nothing approach which often leads to discouragement and injury. This means 
that you should let your mind and body get used to the new routine to give them 
time to adjust and prevent objection. First pick one day a week, preferably a day 
you don’t work and tie your workout to an already existing habit. Exercising in the 
morning right after getting up, before breakfast, would be a great one. Once you 
notice the once a week routine becomes a given, you can gradually expand to 
longer exercises, then to twice a week and so on until you reach the 30 minutes a 
day. 

 
3. Choose something you like. If you hate swimming this wouldn’t be the activity to go 

with. Start by walking for 20 minutes 3 times per week and then gradually increasing 
it. The story of Bruce Fordyce really inspires me. He started by doing jogging 200 
meters per day. it was all he could manage. eventually, he won 7 comrade ultra 
distance marathons. 

 
4. Make it fun. Listen to uplifting music is essential to make a workout fun. Watch 

inspiring exercise video’s, even if you don’t intend to join in you most likely will start 
feeling motivated and get an itch to start moving. 

 
5. Make it social. Walk with your marriage partner or a friend. This also makes you 

accountable which will increase your chances of success. 
 
6. Make it easy. If you decide to exercise every Monday before breakfast make sure 

you put your running shoes next to your bed Sunday night, before you go to sleep. If 
you want to go to the gym after work make sure you take your gym bag to work so 
you don’t have to go home first and get tempted by the couch. 

 
7. Use positive self-talk. Instead of saying ‘I’m so tired’, tell yourself ‘I’ll feel so 

energized when I’m done’, instead of saying ‘once a week is not enough’, tell 
yourself ‘I’m making real progress, I’m sticking to my routine and I am getting better 
and better at this’. Instead of saying ‘If I skip today it won’t matter much’, tell 
yourself ‘every little bit makes a difference I’ll just go ten minutes today (chances 
are that once you start you will not quit after those ten minutes and if you do that’s 
fine too). 

 
8. Get help from your common daily activities. Make it a habit to always take the 

stairs, park at the far end of the parking lot, take a lunch break walk, walk or take 
your bike to the grocery store, gym, a friend’s house and take your kids to school or 
extracurricular activities by bike. 
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9. Be creative if you don’t like exercise: try not to think of exercise only and find 
enjoyable things you can do in which you are physically active like working in your 
garden, taking a long walk in the countryside, playing with your kids outside, taking 
a dancing class or walking your dog half an hour longer than you are used to. 

 
I believe that this is the way we should be looking at our health.  
Look at yourself as a whole. Take care of your body so it can serve you well, take care of 
your mind and spirit so you can be happy and relaxed and take care of your surroundings so 
you can be fulfilled. Becoming healthy isn’t a burden; it is a possibility to improve your 
wellbeing and the quality of your life. 
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WARM DOWN, STRETCH AND RELAX ROUTINE 
STRETCHING 
When you stretch remember to never jerk your body into a position. Always breath, and 
mentally tell your body to relax. Take deep inhales through the nose and exhales through 
the mouth. Hold stretches for minimum 15 seconds. Try to relax into each stretch while 
keeping your abdominals lifted and activated for spinal support.  
Do what you can, listen to your body, do not over stretch.  
ENJOY! 
 
STANDING STRETCHES 

 
Roll down - Stand with feet hip width apart 

- Roll down the spine to touch the toes 

- Bend and stretch your knees to deepen the 
stretch 

- Alternate stretching knee at a time 

• Keep navel pulled to spine to 
support spine 

• Do not lock the knees when 
stretching 

• Do not do if you have disc 
problems 

Forward Lunge - Stand with one foot in front of the other 

- Lunge into the front knee, keeping the heel 
right under the knee 

- Push the back heel down for a calve stretch 

- Deepen the stretch by reaching to the floor 
with your hands 

• Hold on to a table or chair if 
you do this standing upright 

• Keep navel to spine 
throughout 

 

Quad stretch - Grab one foot behind you 

- Stretch the thigh out 

• Listen to your body, make 
sure you do not over stretch 
your muscles 

Side/ TA stretch - Stand with your feet hip width apart. 

- Take one hand up and over the head 
towards the side 

- Keep shoulders facing forward 

- Keep your hips anchored down, do not let 
them sway too far out underneath you. 

• Navel to spine NB 
• Keep the ribcage up and over 

the hips 
• Do not lock knees 

 

Chest and arms - Interlace hands behind you 

- Pull shoulder back and “show off your 
necklace/collar bones”  

- Do not sink into the lower back 

• Keep shoulders down 
• Lift through the lower back 
• Navel to spine 

Reverse chest 
and arms for 
upper back 
opening 

- Reverse previous stretch 

- Pull should blades apart 

- Gently curl shoulders forward, and bend 
neck forward slightly 

- Curl upper spine 

• Navel deep to spine 
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SITTING STRETCHES 
 

Butterfly 
stretch 

- Sitting with bent knees, feet together 
- Opening up hips 
- Adjust feet further and closer to you as you 
need 

• Adjust feet for deeper stretch 
– away from you, keeping the 
‘diamond’ position 

One leg 
butterfly 

- Extend one leg forward in front of you 
- The other leg stays heel to knee 
- Reach for your toe on stretched leg 

• Reach Crown of head to toe 
• Navel to spine 

Forward 
stretch- 
Extended legs 

- Both legs stretched out 
- Hands on legs for support 
- Reach forward towards toes 

• Do not collapse into back 
• Rather reach spine forward 

towards toes 
• Navel to spine 

Supported 
spine twist 

- Sit with legs together or hip width apart 
- Twist upper body towards right 
- Left hand to right knee- right hand behind 
you for support 
- Reverse to left 

• Keep growing tall 
• Navel to spine 
• Keep heels and toes on same 

line (do not ‘clutch’ and 
‘break’ with feet) 
 

 
LYING DOWN STRETCHES 

 
Glute stretch - Lie on back with knees up, but feet planted 

on floor 
- Bring one foot up onto the knee of the other 
- Grab the bottom leg behind the knee and 
gently pull towards you 
  

 

Lying spine 
twist 

- Lie on your back with knees up, feet planted. 
- Arms in a T position 
- Fold one leg right over the other leg 
- Drop the knees towards the toe of the lifted 
leg 
- Reverse 
 

• Navel to spine 
• Keep head down 

Knees to chest - Bring both knees towards chest 
- Rock body to relax 

• Keep head down 

 
 


